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Elastic and piezoelectric fields in substrates GaAs „001… and GaAs „111…
due to a buried quantum dot
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~Received 27 December 2001; accepted for publication 19 February 2002!

In this article we present a rigorous study on the elastic and piezoelectric fields in substrates GaAs
~001! and GaAs~111! due to a buried quantum dot~QD! using an efficient and accurate continuum
mechanics model. It is based on a Green’s function solution in anisotropic and linearly piezoelectric
half space combined with the generalized Betti reciprocal theorem. To address the effect of material
anisotropy, two other substrates, Iso~001! and Iso~111!, are also examined and they are assumed to
be elastically isotropic. For a point QD with hydrostatic misfit straing* 50.07 in volumeva

54pa3/3 where a53 nm, and at depthh510 nm below the surface, we have observed the
following features.~1! The simplified elastically isotropic model should, in general, not be used for
predicting elastic and piezoelectric fields in the semiconductor GaAs.~2! The magnitude of the
QD-induced piezoelectric potential on the surface of GaAs~111! or GaAs~001! is comparable to,
or even larger than, the direct potential.~3! Large horizontal and vertical electric fields, on the order
of 106 V/m, can be induced on the surface of GaAs~001! and GaAs~111!. ~4! The elastic field
induced on the surface of GaAs~001! has rotational symmetry of orderC4 ~i.e., the elastic field
remains the same after rotation of 2p/4 around the@001# axis!, while the corresponding piezoelectric
field has rotational symmetry of orderC2 . On the other hand, both the elastic and piezoelectric
fields on the surface of GaAs~111! have rotational symmetry ofC3 around the@111# axis. ~5! The
magnitude of the elastic and piezoelectric quantities on the surface of GaAs~111! is, in general,
larger than that of the corresponding quantities on the surface of GaAs~001!. ~6! Under different
electric surface conditions~insulating or conducting!, the surface piezoelectric fields induced are
quite different. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468906#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The self-assembled quantum dot~QD! structure pos-
sesses certain special electronic and optical features.1,2 While
achieving such a QD structure with the desired function
ities is still a great challenge to designing engineers and
perimentalists, various computational methods have b
proposed recently in order to offer a quantitative explanat
of the QD structure through numerical modeling. The fin
element method~FEM! and finite difference method~FDM!,
both domain-discretization methods, were usually applied2–5

Other methods include the two-dimensional Fourier tra
form method6,7 and the atomistic quantum-mechani
model.8,9

In recent years, the Green’s function related meth
have been proposed and applied to QD modeling.10 Because
of its simple, accurate, and efficient features, the Gree
function method has been found to be very useful.7,10–13A
more recent advance in this method is the one propose
Pan and Yang14 that is based on the point-force Green’s fun
tion solutions in an anisotropic and elastic half space15 where
they showed that both the material anisotropy and free
face could significantly influence the QD-induced elas
field.

A strained QD in a semiconductor induces not only
elastic field but also a piezoelectric field through polariz

a!Electronic mail: ernian–pan@yahoo.com
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tion, and both fields are equally important to the electro
and optical properties of the related devices.1,16 While the
elastic field induced has been extensively studied, onl
little research has been carried out on the corresponding
ezoelectric field. Assuming a QD in an elastically isotrop
and infinite GaAs substrate, Davies12 derived analytically the
induced piezoelectric potential and found that this poten
is usually smaller than the corresponding direct poten
~i.e., deformation potential times elastic strain!. Using the
FDM, Grundmannet al.2 numerically solved the piezoelec
tric potential and studied other related electronic and opt
properties of InAs/GaAs pyramidal QDs. Also using th
FDM, Jogai recently calculated the elastic strain in coup
InAs/GaAs QDs17 and the strain field and piezoelectric p
larization charge in an InN/AlN wurtzite QD structure.18 We
point out that the piezoelectric quantities in eith
InAs/GaAs or InN/AlN were obtained based on a sem
coupled piezoelectric model. Recently, the author19 proposed
a fully coupled model and has shown that, in the calculat
of QD-induced elastic and piezoelectric fields in the nitri
III group where the electromechanical coupling is relative
strong, the fully coupled piezoelectric model must be us
Furthermore, based on the fully coupled model, the ela
and piezoelectric fields~e.g., elastic strain and electric field!
can be solved simultaneously. In the semicoupled model
the other hand, the elastic field is solved first, and the ela
field is then used as a driving force to solve the electric fi
induced. This sequential approach would be another dis
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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vantage should a numerical method, such as FEM or FD
be used to solve the problem. It is apparent that the elec
potential and electric field will be less accurate than the e
tic field.

Besides the piezoelectric potential and polarizat
charge, the QD-induced electric field is also a very import
factor in QD devices. In particular, this internally built-i
electric field may be large enough to directly contribute
the Stark shift that should be considered in the design
electro-optic devices.20–22 For semiconductor superlattice
the electric field induced by the lattice mismatch between
superlattice constituents has been analyzed often in the
erature starting with the work by Smith.23 It is well known
that while no electric field exists on the surface of a sup
lattice made of GaAs and InAs with growth axis along@001#,
a large electric field can be induced on the surface of
corresponding superlattice with a growth axis alo
@111#.24,25The question now is, What would the electric fie
be like on the surface of a substrate of GaAs~001! or GaAs
~111! that is induced by a buried QD?

In this article, we apply a recently derived thre
dimensional~3D! Green’s function solution of the aniso
tropic and piezoelectric half space19,26,27 to study QD-
induced elastic and piezoelectric fields. This solution
based on the fully coupled model and can be equally app
to semiconductors in which the electromechanical coup
is relatively strong, like to the nitride III group. By using th
point-force/point-charge Green’s function and the gene
ized Betti reciprocal theorem, the QD-induced elastic a
piezoelectric fields are expressed in terms of a simple i
gral on the surface of the QD for a finite-size QD, with t
point-force/point-charge Green’s function being the kern
Furthermore, for a point QD, the elastic and piezoelec
fields can be directly expressed in terms of the point-for
point-charge Green’s functions.

We then apply our Green’s function solution to four su
strates, namely, GaAs~001!, GaAs~111!, Iso ~001!, and Iso
~111!. The Iso~001! and Iso~111! models are similar to the
GaAs~001! and GaAs~111!, except for the elastic constan
where, in Iso~001! and Iso~111!, they are assumed to b
isotropic. We calculate the elastic and piezoelectric fields
the surface of these substrates due to a buried point QD.
a point QD with a hydrostatic misfit straing* 50.07 in vol-
ume va54pa3/3 wherea53 nm, and depthh510 nm be-
low the surface, we have observed the following import
features.

~1! The simplified elastically isotropic model, in genera
should not be used for the semiconductor GaAs. Oth
wise, the elastic and piezoelectric fields predicted ba
on the isotropic model may be in error. It is clear
shown in this article that both the elastic and piezoel
tric fields on the surfaces of the substrates GaAs and
can be substantially different and that replacing the cu
elastic constants in GaAs with the isotropic ones c
render completely different results. For example, wh
the vertical electric field distribution on the surface
Iso ~111! is completely rotational symmetric~i.e., the
field is independent of the polar angle on the surface!, it
Downloaded 13 May 2002 to 152.1.79.110. Redistribution subject to AI
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has rotational symmetry of orderC3 @i.e., it remains the
same after a rotation of 2p/3 around the@111# axis on the
surface of GaAs~111!#.

~2! Due to the existence of the traction-free, insulating s
face boundary, the magnitude of the QD-induced pie
electric potential on the surface of GaAs~111! or GaAs
~001! is comparable to, or even larger than, the dire
potential~i.e., the product of the elastic strain and defo
mation potential!. This is different from in the infinite
semiconductor case where the direct potential is usu
larger than the piezoelectric potential.12 In particular, the
maximum magnitude of the QD-induced piezoelect
potential on the surface of GaAs~111! is 0.0476 V while
the corresponding direct potential is 0.0523 eV, using
deformation potential of27.17 eV for GaAs;2 on the
surface of GaAs~001!, the maximum magnitude of the
QD-induced piezoelectric potential can be even lar
than the corresponding direct potential~0.0218 V vs
0.0156 eV!. Therefore, this high magnitude of the piez
electric potential, as well as of the direct potential, w
contribute to a shift of the energy band, a feature t
should be considered in the device of QD semiconduc
heterostructures.

~3! Large horizontal and vertical electric fields, of the ord
of 106 V/m, can be induced on the surface of substra
GaAs~001! and GaAs~111!; this is a magnitude similar
to that observed on the surface of a superlattice mad
InAs and GaAs with the growth axis along@111#.23 It
should be noted that, for the superlattice case, no elec
field exists on the surface of the superlattice made
InAs and GaAs with the growth axis along@001#,23 while
for the QD case, a large electric field on the surface
GaAs~001!, with magnitude of the same order as that
the surface of GaAs~111!, can still be observed. This i
a distinct feature between the quantum well and quan
dot structures, and it has not been discussed before a
as we know. Furthermore, a horizontal electric field
large as 0.483107 V/m on the surface of GaAs~001!
and one of 0.953107 V/m on the surface of GaAs~111!
have been observed. In a similar way, on the surface
GaAs ~001! the vertical electric field can reach 0.2
3107 V/m, and on the surface of GaAs~111! it can
reach 1.203107 V/m. These features are different from
those observed on the surface of the corresponding
perlattice, and should be of great interest to semicond
tor device designers, particularly for optical modulato
and self-electro-optical effect devices.

~4! While the QD-induced elastic field on the surface of t
substrate GaAs~001! has rotational symmetry of orde
C4 , the corresponding piezoelectric field has only ro
tional symmetry of orderC2 . On the other hand, both
the elastic and piezoelectric fields have rotational sy
metry of C3 on the surface of the substrate GaAs~111!.

~5! The magnitude of the elastic and piezoelectric quanti
on the surface of GaAs~111! is, in general, larger than
the magnitude of the corresponding quantities on the s
face of GaAs~001!.

~6! Under different electric surface conditions~insulating or
conducting!, the surface piezoelectric fields induced c
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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be quite different, although different electric bounda
conditions have no apparent influence on the elastic fi
because of the weak electromechanical coupling
GaAs.19,27

II. THEORY

For a fully coupled piezoelectric semiconductor, the co
stitutive relations can be expressed as19,27

s i j 5Ci jlmg lm2ek jiEk ,
~1!

Di5ei jkg jk1« i j Ej ,

where s i j and Di are the stress and electric displaceme
respectively,g i j is the strain andEi the electric field, and
Ci jlm , ei jk , and« i j are the elastic moduli, piezoelectric co
efficients, and dielectric constants, respectively. We point
that, in most previous studies, a semicoupled model
adopted in which the first constitutive relation of Eqs.~1! is
used to solve the purely elastic field by dropping the sec
term on the right-hand side~i.e., ei jk50!, and the second
relation of Eqs.~1! is then used to find the piezoelectric fie
induced by the purely elastic field. It has been shown
cently by the author19,27 that when the electromechanic
coupling in a semiconductor is weak, like in the III–V grou
very accurate results can be obtained using the semicou
model. However, if the electromechanical coupling in
semiconductor is relatively strong, like in AlN, one must u
the fully coupled model. On the other hand, if the semico
ductor shows clear anisotropy, a semicoupled model may
be able to simplify the problem. Therefore, in this article, t
fully coupled model as expressed by Eqs.~1! is adopted.

Assuming a small deformation, the elastic strain and
electric field are then related to the elastic displacemenui

and electric potentialf as

g i j 5
1
2~ui , j1uj ,i !; Ei52f ,i . ~2!

We now apply the general piezoelectric constitutive
lation, Eqs.~1!, to the GaAs semiconductors. For GaAs~001!
with crystalline axes@100#, @010#, and @001# along thex8,
y8, andz8 axes~i.e., the substrate coordinatesx, y, andz are
coincident with the crystalline axes!, respectively, Eqs.~1!
are reduced to

F sxx8

syy8

szz8
G5F C118 C128 C128

C128 C118 C128

C128 C128 C118
G F gxx8

gyy8

gzz8
G , ~3a!

F syz8

sxz8

sxy8
G52C448 F gyz8

gxz8

gxy8
G2e148 FEx8

Ey8

Ez8
G , ~3b!

FDx8

Dy8

Dz8
G52e148 F gyz8

gxz8

gxy8
G1«0« r8FEx8

Ey8

Ez8
G , ~3c!

where a prime is added to the material properties as we
to the physical quantities to indicate that they are associ
with the crystalline coordinates. It is interesting to obse
that in the crystalline coordinates the normal stress and s
Downloaded 13 May 2002 to 152.1.79.110. Redistribution subject to AI
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components are purely elastic. In other words, the piezoe
tric field is coupled to the elastic shear stress and shear s
components only.

An elastically isotropic model, called Iso~001!, is also
used for a comparison study in which the elastic constant
GaAs ~001! are replaced with its isotropic constants14 while
the piezoelectric and dielectric coefficients are exactly
same as those in GaAs~001!.

For GaAs~111! with the substrate coordinates of thex
axis along@11-2#, the y axis along@2110#, and thez axis
along the@111# directions of the crystalline, the transforma
tion matrixA from the crystalline coordinates (x8, y8, z8) to
the substrate coordinates~x, y, z! can be obtained using h
following two sequential transforms:

A5F cosu2 0 2sinu2

0 1 0

sinu2 0 cosu2

GF cosu1 sinu1 0

2sinu1 cosu1 0

0 0 1
G ,

~4!

where

u15p/4; u25p/22cos21~A2/3!. ~5!

Therefore, with the matrixA, the global material propertie
can be found by the well-known tensor transformation.28 It is
seen that the relative dielectric constant will remain the sa
after transformation due to its isotropic property. Howev
the elastic constants and piezoelectric coefficients w
change. In particular, the transformed piezoelectric matrix
the ~x, y, z! coordinates for the substrate GaAs~111!, using
the common reduced notation, becomes

@e#5F * * 0 0 * 0

0 0 0 * 0 *

* * * 0 0 0
G , ~6!

where the asterisk means a nonzero component. It is
served therefore that in the substrate GaAs~111!, both the
shear and normal strain components contribute to the pie
electric field, while in the substrate GaAs~001!, only the
shear strain component contributes to the piezoelectric fi
as can be seen clearly from Eqs.~3a!–~3c!. We want to add
that the difference between the@001# and @111# growth axes
has been long noticed in the superlattice case where a l
electric field in the superlattice made of GaAs and InAs w
the growth axis along@111# can be induced by the mismatc
strain between the constituents, while in the correspond
superlattice with the growth axis along@001# no electric field
exists.23

Corresponding to the substrate GaAs~111!, another elas-
tically isotropic model, called Iso~111!, is also used in which
the elastic constants and the piezoelectric and dielectric
efficients are obtained from Iso~001! using the transforma-
tion matrix A given by Eq.~4!. It is apparent that, since th
elastic constants and dielectric coefficient are isotropic, t
remain the same after transformation by Eq.~4!. However,
the piezoelectric coefficients will be transformed to a fo
similar to that of Eq.~6!.

To sum up, therefore, there are four totally differe
models in this study: GaAs~001!, GaAs~111!, Iso ~001!, and
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Iso ~111!. In order to solve the elastic and piezoelect
fields, both the elastic and piezoelectric boundary conditi
on the surface of the substrate need to be described. In
article, the following two types of boundary condition a
considered. That is, atz50,

sxz50; syz50; szz50; Dz50, ~7a!

sxz50; syz50; szz50; f50. ~7b!

It is seen that while Eq.~7a! corresponds to the traction-fre
insulating condition, Eq.~7b! corresponds to the traction-fre
conducting condition. In the following, the traction-free i
sulating condition is implied unless it is specified otherwi

Let us assume now that there is eigenstrain within
substrate~modeled as a half space! and we would like to find
the elastic and piezoelectric fields induced in the substr
As has been shown recently for both the purely elastic
piezoelectric cases, the Green’s function method is a v
simple, accurate, and efficient method.14,19That is, the eigen-
strain problem in an anisotropic and linearly piezoelec
half space can be solved in terms of an integral equation w
the point-force/point-charge Green’s functions being the k
nels, a consequence of the generalized Betti reciprocal t
rem. Assume that there is extended eigenstraing I j* ~i.e., g i j*
andEi* ! in a finite subdomainV of the half spaceD; then the
extended displacements~i.e., ui andf! are found to be19

uK~y!5CiJLmgLm* E
]V

uJ
K~x;y!ni~x!dS~x!, ~8!

where CiJLm are the semiconductor’s material properti
including the elastic, piezoelectric, and dielect
coefficients,19 andni(x) are the outward normal componen
on the surface ofV. The superscriptK in Eq. ~8! indicates
the direction of the point force~K51, 2, 3 for the point
force! and the negative point charge (K54).19

To find the misfit-strain induced extended strain fie
~i.e., g i j and Ei!, we take the derivatives of Eq.~8! with
respect to observation pointy ~or the source point of the
point-force/point-charge Green’s function!, which yields

gkp~y!5 1
2gLm* E

]V
CiJLm@uJ,yp

k ~x;y!

1uJ,yk

p ~x;y!#nj~x!dS~x!;

~9a!
k51, 2, 3,

gKp~y!5gLm* E
]V

CiJLmuJ,yp

K ~x;y!nj~x!dS~x!; K54,

~9b!

with the corresponding extended stress field~i.e.,s i j andDi!
being

s iJ~y!5CiJKp@gKp~y!2xgKp* #, ~10!

wherex is equal to 1 if observation pointy is within eigen-
strain domainV, and is equal to 0 otherwise.

Finally, for a concentrated misfit strain applied at po
x, the elastic and piezoelectric fields induced can be
pressed directly by the point-force/point-charge Gree
Downloaded 13 May 2002 to 152.1.79.110. Redistribution subject to AI
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functions. Assuming volumeva for the QD atx, the elastic
displacement/electric potential and the elastic strain/elec
field induced are found to be, respectively,

uK~y!5smL
K ~x;y!gLm* va ~11!

and

gkp~y!5 1
2gLm* @smL,py

k ~x;y!1smL,ky

p ~x;y!#va ;

~12a!
k51, 2, 3,

gKp~y!5gLm* smL,py

K ~x;y!va ; K54. ~12b!

It is interesting to observe from Eq.~11! that an eigen-
strain ~elastic strain/electric field!-induced displacemen
~elastic displacement/electric potential! can be expressed b
the point-force/point-charge Green’s stresses~elastic stress/
electric displacement!, similar to a general equivalent prop
erty between a point-force and a point-dislocati
solution.29,30

III. RESULTS

The Green’s function solutions, Eqs.~11! and ~12!, are
now applied to the case of a buried point QD with volum
va54pa3/3 in a substrate made of elastically isotropic m
terial or of GaAs. The QD is located at depthh below the
surface~Fig. 1! and the misfit strain is hydrostatic, i.e.,g I j*
5g*dij . In the following calculation, we assume thath
510 nm, a53 nm, andg* 50.07. The elastic properties o
GaAs ~001! areC118 51183109 N/m2, C128 5543109 N/m2,
and C448 5593109 N/m2.7,14,31 For the elastically isotropic
Iso ~001!, the elastic constants areC128 5543109 N/m2,
C448 5593109 N/m2, and C118 51723109 N/m2, whereC118
is obtained by imposing the isotropic conditio
C118 –C128 – 2C448 50.14 The piezoelectric constant and relativ
permeability of GaAs~001! are, respectively,e148 520.16
C/m2 and « r8512.5,2 which are also used for the Iso~001!
model. The material properties of substrate GaAs~111! and

FIG. 1. Buried point quantum dot of volumeva54pa3/3 at depthh below
the surface of a half space wherea53 nm andh510 nm. The misfit strain
is g50.07.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. ~a! Contours of the hydrostatic straingkk(1023) on the surface of
the isotropic crystal due to a point quantum dot of volumeva applied at
distanceh510 nm. ~b! Contours of the hydrostatic straingkk(1023) on the
surface of GaAs~001! due to a point quantum dot of volumeva applied at
distanceh510 nm. ~c! Contours of the hydrostatic straingkk(1023) on the
surface of GaAs~111! due to a point quantum dot of volumeva applied at
distanceh510 nm.
Downloaded 13 May 2002 to 152.1.79.110. Redistribution subject to AI
of elastically isotropic Iso~111! are obtained, respectively
from GaAs ~001! and Iso~001!, using transformation, Eq
~4!. Again, unless specified, the traction-free insulating s
face condition, Eq.~7a!, is imposed.

Shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~c! are, respectively, contours o
hydrostatic straingkk on the surface of substrates Iso~001!,
GaAs ~001!, and GaAs~111! due to the buried point QD
described above. It should be mentioned that, since the e
tromechanical coupling is weak for these materials,19,27 the
hydrostatic strain in Iso~111! is similar to that in Iso~001!,
both of which show completely rotational symmetry abo
the z axis ~i.e., it is independent of the polar angle on th
surface!. On the surface of GaAs~001!, however, the hydro-
static strain has thex axis,y axis, as well as the diagonal axe
as its symmetric axes. In other words, the hydrostatic st
has rotational symmetry of orderC4 . Namely, the hydro-
static strain remains the same after a rotation of 2p/4 around
the @001# axis. Furthermore, on the surface of GaAs~111!,
the contour shape of the hydrostatic strain is completely

FIG. 3. ~a! Contours of the electric potentialf(1022 V! on the surface of
GaAs ~001! due to a point quantum dot of volumeva applied at distance
h510 nm. ~b! Contours of the electric potentialf(1022 V! on the surface
of GaAs~111! due to a point quantum dot of volumeva applied at distance
h510 nm.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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ferent from that in Iso~001! and GaAs~001!, and has rota-
tional symmetry of orderC3 . It is interesting that the maxi
mum hydrostatic strain reached on the surface of Iso~001!,
GaAs ~001!, and GaAs~111! is, respectively, 0.005, 0.002
and 0.007, or about 7%, 3%, and 10% of the misfit stra
Therefore, high hydrostatic strain is expected if the grow
direction in GaAs is along the@111# axis. We further want to
mention that other elastic fields on the surface of the
~001!, GaAs~001!, and GaAs~111!, namely, the hydrostatic
stress, elastic strain energy, and vertical elastic displacem
follow similar contour shapes as their corresponding hyd
static strain. These features clearly indicate that the ela
cally isotropic model is not suitable for analysis of the Q
induced elastic field in the anisotropic semiconduc
GaAs.14 We will show next that the elastically isotropi
model is not suitable in the analysis of the QD-induced
ezoelectric field in GaAs either.

Plotted in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are, respectively, contour
of the piezoelectric potential on the surface of substra
GaAs ~001! and GaAs~111! due to the same point QD. W
want to remark that the contours on the surface of the
~001! and Iso~111! are, respectively, similar~but not exactly
the same!!, to those in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. Thus, the piezo-
electric potential in GaAs~001! or in Iso ~001! has rotational
symmetry of orderC2 .12,19,21The distribution of the piezo-
electric potential on the surface of GaAs~111! or Iso ~111!,
however, is quite different. Similar to the corresponding h
drostatic strain, it has rotational symmetry of orderC3 . In
particular, we emphasize that the piezoelectric potential
the surface of the~111!-oriented substrate is not complete
rotational symmetric, even in the elastically isotropic I
~111!! Another interesting feature is that the magnitude of
piezoelectric potential on the surface of the~111!-oriented
substrate can be much larger than that on the surface o
corresponding~001!-oriented substrate, and that the piez
electric potential on the surface of either substrate can re
a magnitude comparable to the corresponding direct pote
~i.e., the deformation potential times the elastic strain!. For
example, using a deformation potential ofac527.17 eV for
GaAs,2 we found that the maximum magnitude for the dire
potential on the surface of GaAs~111! is 0.0523 eV while the
corresponding piezoelectric potential is 0.0476 V. Therefo
in contrast to the infinite-space situation, the contribut
from the piezoelectric potential to the conduction band s
cannot be neglected for the substrate case. Furthermore
the surface of GaAs~001!, the maximum direct potential is
0.0156 eV while the corresponding maximum piezoelec
potential is 0.0218 V, with the latter being even larger th
the former! Finally, we observe that while in GaAs~111!
both the maxima of the direct potential and piezoelec
potential are reached at the same surface point@see Figs. 2~c!
and 3~b!#, the maxima of the direct potential and piezoele
tric potential in GaAs~001! are reached at different surfac
points @Figs. 2~b! and 3~a!#.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! depict, respectively, contours o
the horizontal electric fieldEh5AEx

21Ey
2 on the surface of

substrates GaAs~001! and GaAs~111!. We want to mention
again that the horizontal electric fields on the surface of
~001! and of Iso ~111! have similar but slightly different
Downloaded 13 May 2002 to 152.1.79.110. Redistribution subject to AI
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contour distributions compared to those in Figs. 4~a! and
4~b!, respectively. It is observed that, similar to the piez
electric potential or the elastic quantities, the horizontal el
tric field in the ~111!-oriented substrate is much larger tha
that in the~001!-oriented substrate, e.g., 0.953107 V/m in
GaAs ~111! vs 0.403107 V/m in GaAs ~001!. These large
magnitudes of the horizontal electric fields are comparabl
those observed on the surface of the superlattice mad
GaAs and InAs with growth axis along@111#. We further
want to remark that, for the superlattice case where the m
match strain is uniform in the whole structure, the horizon
electric field is always zero if the growth direction is alon
the @001# axis.23 Here, however, we have observed that, f
the substrate GaAs~001!, a magnitude for the horizonta
electric field, about half that in the corresponding~111!-
oriented substrate, can still be induced by the point QD.

Figures 5~a!–5~d! are contours of the vertical electri
field Ez on the surface of substrates Iso~001!, Iso ~111!,

FIG. 4. ~a! Contours of the horizontal electric fieldEh

5AEx
21Ey

2(107V/m) on the surface of GaAs~001! due to a point quantum
dot of volumeva applied at distanceh510 nm. ~b! Contours of the hori-
zontal electric fieldEh5AEx

21Ey
2 on the surface of GaAs~111! due to a

point quantum dot of volumeva applied at distanceh510 nm.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. ~a! Contours of vertical electric fieldEz(107V/m! on the surface of isotropic crystal~001! due to a point quantum dot of volumeva applied at distance
h510 nm. ~b! Contours of vertical electric fieldEz(107V/m) on the surface of isotropic crystal~111! due to a point quantum dot of volumeva applied at
distanceh510 nm. ~c! Contours of vertical electric fieldEz(107 V/m! on the surface of GaAs~001! due to a point quantum dot of volumeva applied at
distanceh510 nm. ~d! Contours of vertical electric fieldEz on the surface of GaAs~111! due to a point quantum dot of volumeva applied at distanceh
510 nm.
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GaAs~001!, and GaAs~111!. Notice that, unlike the horizon
tal electric field or the piezoelectric potential, the vertic
electric field in GaAs~001! or ~111! is quite different from
that in Iso~001! or ~111!. While the vertical electric field in
Iso ~001! follows the same pattern of the corresponding
ezoelectric potential in Iso~001!, the vertical electric field in
GaAs ~001! is quite different from its corresponding piezo
electric potential distribution in GaAs~001! and also differ-
ent from that in Iso~001!. It is particularly interesting tha
the vertical electric field on the surface of GaAs~001! has
two global maxima and minima and four local minor e
tremes inside@Fig. 5~c!#. While vertical electric fieldEz is
completely rotational symmetric in Iso~111!, as observed by
Davies12 and by Bimberget al.,1 it has rotational symmetry
of orderC3 in GaAs~111!. Therefore, one should be particu
larly careful in applying the isotropic results to GaAs sem
conductors, otherwise, a false conclusion may be reac
Again, like for other elastic and electric quantities, growth
Downloaded 13 May 2002 to 152.1.79.110. Redistribution subject to AI
l

-

-
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the @111# axis can result in much larger elastic and elect
quantities compared to those grown along the@001# axis. We
finally want to add that both the horizontal and vertical ele
tric fields on the surfaces of GaAs~001! and of GaAs~111!
are on the order of 106 V/m, a magnitude that may be di
rectly attributed to the recently observed Stark shift.21

All results presented so far are for the elastic tractio
free and electric insulating boundary conditions. What w
the elastic and piezoelectric fields be like should the insu
ing boundary condition be replaced by the conduct
boundary condition? We already know that replacing the
sulating boundary condition with the conducting conditi
has nearly no influence on the elastic field since electro
chanical coupling is weak in GaAs.19,27

Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show, respectively, vertical electri
field Ez on the conducting surfaces of substrates GaAs~001!
and GaAs~111!. It should be noted that the horizontal ele
tric fields are zero on the surface due to fact that, on
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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6386 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 91, No. 10, 15 May 2002 E. Pan
conducting surface,f50. In comparing Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!
to Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!, respectively, it is observed that vertic
electric fieldEz , in terms of shape and magnitude, can
completely different should a different electric surface co
dition be imposed. Therefore, different electric distributio
may be induced by the buried QD if the insulating conditi
is replaced by a conducting one. Similarly, as was sho
previously for the point-force case, a change in the mech
cal boundary condition could also result in a totally differe
elastic field distribution.27

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, a recently derived 3D Green’s function
anisotropic and piezoelectric half space was used to study
QD-induced elastic and piezoelectric fields on the surface
an anisotropic semiconductor substrate. Using the gene
ized Betti reciprocal theorem, the eigenstrain problem is

FIG. 6. ~a! Contours of vertical electric fieldEz(107 V/m! on the surface of
GaAs ~001! due to a point quantum dot of volumeva applied at distance
h510 nm. Traction-free and isolating surface conditions are shown.~b!
Contours of vertical electric fieldEz(107 V/m! on the surface of GaAs~111!
due to a point quantum dot of volumeva applied at distanceh510 nm.
Traction-free and isolating surface conditions are assumed.
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duced to a simple surface integral with the point-force/poi
charge Green’s functions being the kernels. Numeri
examples were then carried out for a buried point QD
anisotropic and piezoelectric substrates made of GaAs~001!,
GaAs~111!, and elastically isotropic Iso~001! and Iso~111!.
Through these typical examples, details of the structure
the symmetry and magnitude of the elastic and piezoelec
fields were illustrated along with the following importan
features.

~1! The simplified elastically isotropic model, in genera
should not be used for semiconductor GaAs, since
elastic and piezoelectric fields based on the isotro
model may be in error.

~2! The magnitude of the QD-induced piezoelectric poten
on the surface of GaAs~111! or GaAs~001! is compa-
rable to, or even larger than, the direct potential~i.e., the
product of the elastic strain and the deformation pot
tial!.

~3! Large horizontal and vertical electric fields, on the ord
of 106 V/m, can be induced on the surface of GaA
~001! and GaAs~111!, with magnitude similar to that
obtained for the corresponding superlattice case.23 It
should be noted that, while for the superlattice case,
electric field exists on the surface with the growth ax
along@001#, for the QD case, however, the electric fie
does not vanish. Furthermore, the magnitude of the e
tric field on the surface of GaAs~001! is of the same
order as that on the surface of GaAs~111!, a feature
distinct between the quantum well and quantum d
structures.

~4! While the elastic field induced on the surface of Ga
~001! has rotational symmetry of orderC4 , the piezo-
electric field induced has only rotational symmetry
orderC2 . On the other hand, both the elastic and piez
electric fields on the surface of GaAs~111! have rota-
tional symmetry ofC3 .

~5! The magnitude of the elastic and piezoelectric quanti
in GaAs ~111! is, in general, larger than that of the co
responding quantities in GaAs~001!.

~6! Under different electric surface conditions~insulating or
conducting!, the surface piezoelectric fields induced c
be quite different in both magnitude and shape.
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